Characteristics of two cell lines derived from a histologically undifferentiated bronchial carcinoma expressing neuroendocrine markers.
This study investigates the characteristics of two human cell lines--1PT and 1PT VARIANT A--both derived from the same histologically undifferentiated, neuroendocrine positive, non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) and capable of growth in unsupplemented serum-free minimum essential medium. In stationary culture, the cells of both lines grew both attached to a plastic substratum and in suspension; the 1PT VARIANT A line formed three-dimensional clusters of loosely adherent cells. The cell lines differed in their DNA content, the 1PT having 1.44 times and the 1PT VARIANT A having 2.39 times the normal human diploid DNA content. Chromosome counts supported this observation, the ploidy of the 1PT and VARIANT A lines being 1.11 and 1.64, respectively. On transmission electron microscopy the cells of both lines had dense core granules and immature desmosomes, whereas only the 1PT VARIANT A line had mucin granules. Both lines formed, in nude mice, tumors that, like the original tumor from which they were derived, were histologically undifferentiated and showed local invasion. The original tumor and both lines had demonstrable neuroendocrine markers. Cytokeratins were apparent in the tumor but not the cell lines, and neurofilaments were present in the cell lines only. Staining for epithelial membrane antigen, neural cell adhesion molecule, and desmoplakin differentiated between the two lines. These lines provide a useful model for the investigation of the biology of the neuroendocrine positive subgroup of NSCLC, which is clinically important because of the possible responsiveness of these tumors to chemotherapy.